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“Lazy Days in Vienna” is an exhibition project that marks the end of my residency period in
Vienna: where I spent five months as a guest at Akademie der Bildende Kunste, supported
by the ASA Program and Beaux-arts de Paris. Even though my initial project was related to
architecture and ornament, a surprise encounter led it to another direction.
I was especially interested in the social housing facilities promoted by the city of Vienna.
Unlike many other cities that would separate modest buildings from the center of the city, the
Wohnhaus der Gemeinde Wien are present in every neighborhood.
Their sober architecture responds to a well-planned distribution, where apartments are
grouped around inner patios. Built since the late 1920s, they echo the socialist policies of
Austria’s first republic, and have been resumed from the 50s to our days. Every building
features at least one artistic intervention. Mostly outdoor murals, mosaics, and reliefs. They
depict historical scenes, family or worker’s allegories, and many leisure moments, like pastoral
scenes with animals. Fascinated by the esthetics, the wit, and their compulsory presence in
urban planning, I decided to document as many as possible with my smartphone.
Some days before the show, I came across a funny postcard. It was on sale in a souvenir shop
close to the studio, near Prater. In it, a cat stretched over the cityscape from a hammock visibly after a nap-. The text evoked: Lazy days in Vienna
Immediately I brought back the positive emotions lived during this period: surrounded by
new and visiting friends. Although, to see it reflected on a mass printed postcard, strangely
introduced a suspicion on my firstly tender reaction, as if it had been influenced by a general
current.
What does laziness reveal within a society? If it’s tolerated, what is the supportive network
behind, is it perceived as a privilege or a disorder? Besides the crushing cuteness of the
image, I couldn’t help thinking of Paul Lafargue’s 1883 text “The right to be Lazy”. A pioneer
in considering leisure as a right, as essential as housing, and to be protected by the state.
Following came the global realization of the key role of spare time, for all classes. An asset
to be protected by states concerned by welfare as well as interested companies, being the
invention of the modern weekend by Henry Ford a perfect example.
This wasn’t unrelated to the archival work I’ve been carrying the past months, with the
Gemeindewohnungen art. The careful choice of the imagery that was displayed publicly on
the facades reinforced the idea of welfare state. As a responsibility they carried on providing

joyful images. Therefore, echoing the city’s heritage, and my optimism facing an imminent
summer, the hammock somehow summed up a title and idea for the show.
Convinced by my subject matter (stolen from that postcard), I rushed to get my own hammock.
It was a family sized model, woven in a cotton net. Outside the studio I arrayed a table covered
with cardboards and installed the hammock over it. Before starting to paint, I completed a
situation around it: placing plants and sand from the garden, each time in a different arrangement. Once the objects were positioned, I applied a very thin layer of sprayed ink. This
dispersed paint would fall on the areas surrounding the hammock and register all contours
on the cardboard.
The results can be thought, not only as paintings, but as proofs of this temporary sculptural
“relief” situations, with all those objects over the table. In that sense, the work relates more
to the experiments that analogic photography allows, playing with exposures in the lab. They
reflect a very specific and momentaneous situation in the interrelation of the objects once
laid on their surface.
A parallel story takes place in these works, in relation to the material used as a support. In
fact, these cardboard pieces were sold as leftovers by a local framing company. They correspond to the inner rectangle that is removed, during the process of cutting out the center of a
larger cardboard to fabricate a passepartout. Unlike the passepartouts -that are sold per unit
and will typically highlight a single image-, these small cardboards were generously packed in
buckets, as unorganized debris of production.
The slanted edges in the verso made me think as some sort of counter-consequences of the
action of framing. I started grouping those having the same sizes, and used them as parts for
a bigger image. Another option was to paint them as small modules, letting each piece exist
on its own while relating to others in a global geometry: the same way some hand-decorated
tiles do fit together.
The pieces that conform “Lazy days in Vienna” purposely reference these decorative systems.
Their execution is faster than ceramic tiles and with their cardboard lightweight they aren’t
conceived as long-term interventions. They relate more to the nomadism of a hammock, that
once dismantled, can be easily fit back into a smaller pack, ready to be transported somewhere else.

Lazy days in Vienna
Exhibition view, July 2022

Lazy days in Vienna: Dropping the hammock
Sprayed ink on cardboard, 84 parts. 240 x 160 cm

Lazy days in Vienna: Dropping the hammock
Sprayed ink on cardboard, 84 parts. 240 x 160 cm

Zoom on Lazy days in Vienna: Dropping the hammock
+ book cover of Henri Lafarge’s Droit à la paresse

Exhibition view with Lazy days in Vienna: Dropping the hammock
+viewing display for paintings stored in buckets

Kitten dyptichs
Sprayed ink on cardboard, 17 x 23 cm each

Exhibition view
Viewing display over buckets containing more paintings

Exhibition view: display for paintings and buckets
+ Lazy days in Vienna: Journées Horizontales

Lazy days in Vienna: Journées Horizontales (seen from above)
Sprayed ink on cardboard, 96 parts distributed in 2 groups, 160 x 400 cm

Lazy days in Vienna: Journées Horizontales
Sprayed ink on cardboard, left part of the dyptich 160 x 200 cm

Lazy days in Vienna: Journées Horizontales
Sprayed ink on cardboard, right part of the dyptich 160 x 200 cm

Lazy days in Vienna: Journées Horizontales
Zoom detail on the hook of the hammock

Modular pond proposal for a Gemeindebau.
Sprayed ink on cardboard, design for 19 x 19 cm pieces.
In the picture, installation with 54 parts: 114 x 171 cm

Modular pond proposal for a Gemeindebau. (detail shot)
Sprayed ink on cardboard, design for 19 x 19 cm pieces.

Modular rising column proposal for a Gemeindebau
Sprayed ink on cardboard, 17 x 23 cm each

Modular rising column proposal for a Gemeindebau
Sprayed ink on cardboard, 17 x 23 cm each

Public art on the facades of the Gemeindewohnungen buildings
Commisionned by the city of Vienna, different years and locations

Lazy hammock archive +
Images of the process
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Postcard copyright: Souvenir World Handels GmbH
Other images for illustration purposes only
Readings quoted in the text:
-The Red Vienna Sourcebook Rob McFarland, Georg and Ingo Zechner,
2020 ed. by Boydell & Brewer Ltd
-Le droit à la Paresse Paul Lafargue 1883, ed. by Mille et une nuits.
Special thanks to prof. Julian Göthe, Gabriele Edlbauer, Michael Part
and the colleagues + friends from the Kurzbauergasse studios.

